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Executive Summary 

 

This report presents the impact of humanitarian aid in Port Salut before and 

after hurricane Matthew. In order for us to better understand the impact of 

humanitarian aid on the community of Port Salut, we looked at the work of a few 

NGOs in the commune before and after hurricane Matthew. We examined people’s 

networks and saw that the spirit of brotherhood/sisterhood is very present within the 

social fabric of the population, but the political aspects were a shock and quite eye 

opening. This report allows us to understand the population’s perception of the Haitian 

Government/State, NGOs, and local authorities. This showed us how the population 

was very critical of the three institutions, and that their existence in the community was 

not really working towards changing the face of the Commune.   

This report also shows that an urgent situation still exists in Port Salut after 

hurricane Matthew which completely stripped the touristic town. Despite the different 

interventions by the Haitian government, local authorities and NGOs in the community, 

the real needs and necessities were not addressed. Due to the findings, this report 

also proposes a few alternatives that can be useful in Port Salut that has become a 

vulnerable town, a city filled with struggles, and a city that experiences one tragedy 

after another, and a city with a fatal brush with history since the passing of Hurricane 

Matthew on October 4-5.  
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1.  Introduction 

Haiti, the Republic of NGOs, This is how a lot of people describe the land of Papa 

Dessalines. After January 12, 2010, this concept was reinforced with an influx of NGOs that 

came from everywhere bringing support and aid for the Haitian population mostly in Port-au-

Prince, Leogane, and Jacmel. These NGOs also went to the provinces to support people who 

left Port-au-Prince for some of the other cities. The earthquake took away more than 

300,0001 of our brothers and sisters. We must tell you that before January 12 there were 

always NGOs in every corner of the country. This applies to the case of the commune of Port 

Salut, NGOs were present there too.  

Starting in 2004, Professor Mark Schuller, an American Anthropologist started 

teaching at the State University of Haiti in the Department of Ethnology and also teaches at 

Northern Illinois University (NIU). He wrote a book which was published on 2015, on the 

research he completed on the work of NGOs in the capital after January 12th. The title of the 

book is « Killing with Kindness: International Aid and NGOs ». It was why he decided to lead 

a study titled « Departure Strategy: Long-term Impact of International NGO Aid in Haiti », in 

order to examine the impact and the consequences of NGO aid in communities in Haiti’s 

territory.  

Professor Schuller, then decided to conduct the study in four department and eight 

areas within those departments. In the West department, the study is being done in Leogane, 

with a focus on Dabòn and Sayira, in the Southeast in Bourdrouin and Marbial, In the South 

in Camp Perrin and Port Salut, and in the Grand Anse in Pestel and Abricots. The original 

idea was to focus on areas where there was alot of damage in the West and Southeast after 

January 12 earthquake which continued to attract the attention of NGOs. This idea also 

emerged because there were many projects that had been or were schedule to be happening 

on the South coast. In short, a document that the Ministry of Tourism issued on August 20, 

2009 included a blueprint for developing tourism in the south, called « Port Salut, the Jewel of 

Southern Haiti. The landscaping and extension plan of the commune of Port-Salut ». This 

project envisioned the construction of a long road from Port Salut to Port-a-Piment. Also, this 

road would extend National Road #2 was built in order to facilitate economic and touristic 

development that was happening in those areas. It started in July 2008 during the presidency 

of Mr. Rene G. Préval.  

                                                             
1 Haiti Libre: Haiti-12 Janvier 2010: 35 secondes d’enfer, www.haitilibre.com, site viewed on March 15, 2017 

http://www.haitilibre.com/
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 Finally, this study consists of several stages which began in the first week of August 

2015. In the first stage, the entire team of eight went together to pay field visits to our 

research field sites. There were logistical difficulties and rough roads in areas such as Pestel, 

Bourdrouin and Marbial, which prevented us from visiting these places at that time. After the 

trip, each person returned to their assigned location. The South team went one after the other 

to Camp Perrin and then to Port Salut to acquire GPS points for buildings and institutions of 

importance in the area including schools, churches, cultural centers, sports centers, public 

and private institutions and to visit the Mayor’s office to meet some local leaders, 

organizations and citizens, and gather other related data about the area. With this initial 

study, we were able to establish the foundation of our work that exists until the present. In the 

early sections of this report, we discuss what brought about this study, who is managing this 

research, the ideas behind it, and how the study began. In order to make the research easier 

to understand, we organized it accordingly:  

In the first section, we talk about the area where hurricane Matthew passed on 

October 4-5 and we will talk about the damage that was done during its passing according to 

what we observed. For the damage done in in the commune of Port Salut, we don’t have 

access to the assessment report that the municipal offices conducted.  

 In the second section, we address methodology that we used to do this work, from our 

observations in the field, to the data collected during the summer of 2016, to the short visit we 

made last October 31 after the storm and then to the brief survey we conducted in December 

2016. 

In the third section, we also address the urgent situation that still exists in the 

community, according to what we observed and witnessed in the field.  

In the fourth section, we highlight the real needs of the population that were not 

touched after the passing of hurricane Matthew, always using the data that we acquired, 

testimony during short visits in the field, and our brief survey in December 2016.  

 In the fifth section, we highlight the evaluation the population did based on the 

responses that were given after the hurricane regarding the local authorities, the State or 

NGOs. 

 In the final section, we discuss the changes that were made in the area after Matthew, 

discuss the difficulties we faced in the field, the limits of this work, and make some 

recommendations.  
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The Area 

Port Salut, one of the 140 communes of the country, sits next to the South coast of the 

country in the South department. Port Salut is the center of the aroundissement/borough 

which consists of three communes: Arniquet, Saint Jean of the South, and Port Salut. Jean 

Bertrand Aristide is a well-known historic and political figure born in Port Salut in the year 

1953. He was elected President of the country two times. He was first elected on December 

1990 and the removed by the first coup d’état September 30, 1991. In December 2000, he 

was elected for the second time with a second coup d’état on February 29, 2004 leaving the 

country in chaos once again. Then there was Jean Marie Cherestal that was Prime Minister 

from March 2, 2001 until January 21, 2002. And there was Charles R. Herard that was the 

country’s president as well from December 31, 1843 until May 3, 1844.  

Port Salut is coastal land, in other words it dances right next to the sea. It was found in 

1788, but it would not become a commune until 1917. In 2017, Port Salut is celebrating a 

hundred years as a commune. The work to build National Road #2 from Port Salut to Port-a-

Piment was possible due to the financial and technical support from the Republic of China, 

Taiwan. From Les Cayes, the department capital of the South, it takes about 45 minutes2. 

Port Salut has a deputy, a mayor and kazeks.  

The commune of Port Salut is divided in to five communal sections. Laza is the first 

section, the second is Ansadrik, with the third unidentified on the map of Port Salut, but would 

include as a part of it what people refer to as Santrevil/Downtown, the fourth section is 

Babwa, and the fifth section is Dimon. Before hurricane Matthew, Port Salut had a lot of trees 

like bread fruit and coconuts, and livelihoods were based on fishing, toursim and vetiver. 

There were a few sites that people would come and visit like the Touyac Waterfall and there 

were many hotels along the coast. Many people in Haiti and abroad have heard of the beauty 

of Port Salut due to the sand bar and the fine sand. According to the Ministry of Tourism 

document (August 29, 2009, p. 6), the sand bar measures approximately 4000m2 and it is 

talked about in the media, internet, word of mouth, or through the music of some singers such 

                                                             
2MINISTERE DU TOURISME, LE PLAN D’AMENAGEMENT ET D’EXTENSION DE LA COMMUNE DE 

PORT SALUT: PLAN DIRECTEUR TOURISME SUD, 20 août 2009, pp 1-6, http://haiti.ciesin.columbia.edu, 

site viewed on March 1, 2017 

 

http://haiti.ciesin.columbia.edu/
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as Michael Benjamin. People come from all corners of the country to come and visit, or to 

pass a day by the ocean. There are groups (church, school teachers, religious, etc) that have 

come from Jacmel, Port-au-Prince and from some areas in the South Department, etc. 

According to various local sources, it attracts many tourists and visitors throughout the year, 

especially in December, during Easter, and during the local commune celebration (of the 

patron saint). After the hurricane, Port Salut was mentioned many times by the media, and in 

the reports by the Deputy, Betrand Sinal, which illuminated the problems of the city, but also 

the importance of Port Salut touristically speaking.  

There is at least one Catholic church in each section, plus the Parish of Saint 

Dominique in the center of town who is celebrated every August 8. There is the presence of 

various other religious denominations like Adventiste, Jehovah’s Witness, Baptist, etc. There 

are three peristyles (for vodou practitioners) that were identified. One in the area of Dipen 

where we entered the yard and interviewed someone, one in Babwa, and the other in 

Makaya where we participated in many venerations of ancestral spirits in the summer and 

then again in December 2016. Port Salut’s environment and people are very welcoming. 

Other attractions include the cultural center (CLAC), in the plains of La Force not far from 

downtown that was seriously damaged by Matthew, some night clubs, some soccer fields 

(they organize a soccer tournament during summer vacation), and bull fighting area in 

Dabouz and Babwa, cock fighting rings/arenas all throughout different areas of the commune.  

However, the town square faces the ever advancing sea. Especially when the rain falls 

and takes the soil to the sea (from the small square across from Parish Saint Dominique to 

the bridge before the entrance of Sand Point Beach). Every house on the beach was 

practically taken when hurricane Matthew was combined with the advancing seas. Despite 

the urbanization problems that the city has, in other words there is no real land use plan for 

Port-Salut, neither in the urban center nor along the coast. The town of Port Salut lacks 

infrastructure such as roads, technical and professional schools, a bank, community bank 

etc., and Sand Point Beach was missing structure such as lighting, inadequate sanitation and 

inadequate disposal of garbage for the merchants, thereby slightly resembling anarchy. 

Despite these problems, Port Salut remains one of the cleanest towns in the country. Even 

aftter Hurricane Matthew passed, alot of efforts were made to keep it clean, even though the 

road to the entrance to Sand Point beach was seriously damaged.  
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Hurricane October 4-5 

However, all this natural beauty would be erased at the hand of hurricane Matthew that hit 

the southern coast of Haiti from the evening of October 4 to October 5, 2016. For many local 

residents in the area, it was the first time they had witnesses such a phenomenon. The 

blowing winds of Matthew had respect for nothing. It plucked trees, snatched roofs, smashed 

homes, it moved animals and people and everything it found in its path it tossed. Only a little 

compassion was shown to houses made out of concrete and solid. There were some houses 

that had some corrugated aluminum sheets which remained. Some people in the population 

that we spoke with gave us this short testimony: 

«”The situation we were living during the hurricane was worse than January 12 in Port-

au-Prince, because we passed the entire night wet under unrelenting rain that was like a ball 

of fire. We were thinking about death because of the strong winds, we did not think we would 

see tomorrow the way Matthew released its wrath. We had amongst us those whose roofs 

were blown off and were soaked and when we looked up we saw the sky. People could not 

go out to rescue others at the time of the passage of the hurricane because everything in its 

path was violently tossed. There were people who had their houses flattened and all of their 

belongings taken, but also houses that were destroyed, wind ripped off roofs, because 

everyone was looking for shelters. There is a summit (with a big apartment) that was in 

Bellevue and regardless of where you are in Port Salut you can see the summit, the wind 

cleared everything from the apartment (beds, stove, refrigerator, etc.) and only the bare 

summit remains.” 

They made the comparison between January 12 and hurricane Matthew because on 

January 12 the ground trembled for a few seconds but the hurricane lasted throughout the 

night into the morning. Even if they did not live through the earthquake in Port-au-Prince, they 

imagined that their case was more difficult. After Matthew the rain continued to fall, adding 

insult to injury for the community. Then after the rains, there was a drought and the area 

looked as if a fire had passed. Trees dried and people could see clearly many areas that 

could not be seen before the hurricane. In relation to these findings, we invite you to go and 

see the amount of damage Matthew did to Port Salut, this touristic town.  
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The damage to the area 

For the damage done in the commune, we do not have official data of the Mayor’s 

office and it is for this reason we need to elaborate more. This information is due to the 

observations we conducted and what people reported to us. After the passage of Matthew, 

the town became strange, disfigured even to its own citizens. All of the roads were covered 

by fallen trees, all of the debris blown by the wind including electric cables that landed in the 

water was brought downstream. Alot of houses were damaged, as well as schools and hotels 

mostly those that were close to the ocean and those in the mountains. The agriculture, 

fishing, and tourism sector all took a serious hit. Everything that was considered an asset of 

the area, in terms of material resources, was taken by the hurricane and left people 

scrambling, many naked, it left school children out of school, it destroyed the economic 

situation of many citizens especially those who were in difficult situations already. Their 

situations became more dire. 

                              

                         

Photos Credit: Vikens SINAL 
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2. Methodology 

As for the approach that we used that allowed us to gather much of the data within the 

framework of this investigation, we used direct observation, participant observation, 

questionnaires that had open and closed questions, interviews and open-ended questions 

with some of the community leaders. This process began in Summer of 2015, but the 

systematic investigation was launched in summer 2016. 

 

 

 

Summer 2016 

From the month of June to the month of August, me and another colleague from the 

U.S., we spent about two months in the community of Port Salut. During that time, we 

became integrated in the community where we met with some of the local authorities, some 

leaders, those responsible for local organizations, elders, and alot of citizens. We did direct 

observation, we observed a series of signs, symbols and indicators related to NGOs and 

activities that concerned community members. We conducted participant observation where 

we also participated in activities such as the bull and cock rings/arenas, summer camps in 

the commune, summer soccer tournament that was held in the 5th section (Dimon) and one 

that was held on the field in the fourth section Bellevue, and cultural activities by the beach 

during the Patron Saint celebration. We administered about a hundred questionnaires 

amongst a diverse category of people in the population, in different small localities and five 

interviews with some of the leaders of Babwa, Dimon and Downtown. The objective of this 

investigation in general, was to gather information about people who live in Port Salut and the 

relations between individuals, such as social networks of the people in the area, leaders, 

people and NGO that were present in the area, and the implications these relations have 

regarding civic actions in the area, and to look at the perception that the population had 

regarding NGOs, the state, and local authorities. This questionnaire consisted of 84 

questions related to these topics.  

In this framework, we present the data related to the situation of Port Salut before the 

hurricane. The responses of the 100 people we questioned are presented in this data. 
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I.- Table of needs in Port Salut before Hurricane Matthew 
Q : What was the biggest problem of the area the area?  
 

Problem % yes % no 

Water 61 39 

Roads 52 48 

Electricity 47 53 

Health 28 72 

Other Problems 22 78 

Jobs/Work 15 85 

Flooding 8 92 

School 4 96 

Garden/Farming Support 4 96 

Food 3 97  

Credit 3 97 

Fishing Support 2 98 

Irrigation 1 99 

Violence 0 0 

Source: Survey Summer 2016 

This table allows us to see all of the problems that the population outlined in the 

summer of 2016. But we are outlining what occurs with greater frequency in the responses. 

This allows us to clearly see three big problems present in Port Salut. First, is the problem of 

water with 61 people out of 100 stating yes, 52 out of 100 noted the road problem, and lastly 

Port Salut residents noted they have an electricity problem with 47 out of 100 responses. 

 

II.- Priority needs of the area before Matthew 
Among these, what appears to be the greatest need ? 
 
Need Frequency  Percent 

Road 22 21.6 

Water  14 13.7 

Electricity/ Lights 9 8.8 

Other 7 6.9 

Jobs/Work 5 4.9 

Health 4 3.9 

Flooding 4 3.9 

School 1 1 

Irrigation 1 1 

Credit 1 1 

Support for garden/farming 1 1 
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In this table, Port Salut residents selected needs that were more important to them in 

that moment. We see that it was the road that was a priority need of 22% and water 

representing 14% of the population, and electricity at 9 %.  

 

III.- Table that shows if the population believed that the problem could be resolved 
Can the problems of the area be resolved?  
 

Response Number 

Yes 88 

No 2 

No response 10 

Source: Survey Summer 2016 

This table shows that out of 100 people, there were 88 who believed that the problems 

of the area could be resolved, and two out of 100 who did not believe, and 10 people who did 

not respond.  

 
IV.- Table on the spirit of sharing in Port Salut before the Hurricane 
 

Response Yes no 

Share with neighbor 90 5 

Neighbor shares with you 85 6 

Source: Survey Summer 2016 

This table presents us with the spirit of sharing that is present in Port Salut. There 

were 90 out of 100 people who stated they share what they have with their neighbors. There 

were 85 out of 100 that stated their neighbors would reciprocate.  
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V.- Table that shows the actions of local organizations or associations did in the 

community 

 

Name 

Organization/Association 

Type of 

Activity 

Activity List 

AJPOD/ROSCOP/CREDOPS 

ACE 

Social 

activities 

Training the youth 

Support for school 

 

CREDOPS/PSAD/OJCM 

OCC/ Port Salut in 

Action/Youth Network of Port 

Salut 

Cultural 

Activities 

May 19 Activities 

Women’s day 

Mother’s Day 

Father’s Day 

OJRD/Hands Together Sport 

Activities 

Soccer Tournament 

Heads Together/FDD/Caleb 

MOPAD/ODESOC/MOPROPS 

Hand in Hand/PSAD 

MPB/MOPAD/OVG/UHS 

De Men Kontre/AJDG/OFV 

Lagored/Collaboration of 

Dechoukèt 

GFVD/AJDK/Collective of Port 

Salut/CADEC/MOPJI/LEPADS 

OJVR/APF/MPD/OCDPS 

COPVIAD/GSB/MPD 

Fondam/MPP/AGFAKPOS 

 

 

 

Other 

Activities 

Road work 

Cleaning of the area 

Work on the soccer field 

Reforestation 

Awareness around sanitation 

Cleaning the water source 

Credit with members of the association 

Cultural center construction 

Work at the animal center 

Seed Stock 

Animal Husbandry 

Animal Watch 

Trainings and support for farming 

Nursery  

Renting land 

Source: Survey Summer 2016 

This table presents the name of the organization or association and the activities they 

did in the area. The table allows us to see how active local organizations are in the 

community? 
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VI.- Table of the populations perception of local authorities, state, and NGOs before 
Matthew. 
Give three words that come to your head when you think of the local authorites, State, and 
NGOs 
 
Local Authorities State NGOs 

absent, a business, 
irresponsible, forgetful,  

thieves, put money in their 
pocket,  

make money after they are 
elected,  don’t do anything.  

Negligent, baby, sell donations, 
hold onto money in their 

pockets , mediocre, 
empty promises; useless, 

money focused, weak; 
unreliable; playing the political 

game; all think they are big 
bosses 

local authorities don’t want to 
say anything 

scammers, irresponsible, 
missing the will. 

don’t give results, bias, 
weak, destroyed the country, 

there is no state, 
doesn’t work, 

thieves, greedy, pillagers,  
useless, zero, 

no vision, does what it wants, 
wasteful, passive,  

disrespectful,  
a mess, negligent, 

individualistic, missing, 
depraved,  just pockets, 

resigned, not good for anything, 
personal, not creative; same 

family, unjust 

waste money, insatisfaction, 
make money, don’t come with 

essentials, a mess, money 
laundering, useless, personal, 
affairs, globalization project, 
destroy groups, business, 

commerce, bluffers, 
exploitation,  

opportunity, monopolize, 
authority 

support, service, dialogue, 
protector, aid, volunteer, 

capacity, prosperity, social 
change, economic change, 

dynamic, agent of 
development, community 

defense, authority, protection, 
honest, improvement 

 

mobilization, understanding, 
arrangement, responsible, 

improvement, solution,  
strong state representative, 

constructive state, work, 
service, dialog, aid 

 

aid, service, development, 
hope, project, change, work, 

support, assistance,  
collective, participation, 

protection, benefits, progress, 
innovation, advances, 

encouragement, share, advice, 
success, planning, solution, 

available 

Source: Survey summer 2016 

In this table, we see how the population of Port Salut is very critical of the Haitian 

State, of its local authorities, as well as NGOs. The population has a negative overall 

perception of local authorities, and certainly the State. They hold NGOs in a little higher 

regards than the others. But this table allows us to see also that the population is  carefully 

following their actions. 
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VII.- Table regarding the capacity of these institutions to resolve Port Salut’s problems 
before Matthew 
Can the local authorities, State, or NGOs resolve those problems? 
 

Institutions Yes No 
No 
Response 

Local Authorities 60 33 7 

State 75 18 7 

NGOs 73 13 14 

Source: Summer Survey 2016 

 This table allows us to see 60 out of 100 people in the population believe that the local 

authorities can resolve problems, 75 out of 100 believe that the State can resolve their 

problems, with 73 out of 100 who believe that NGO scan resolve the area’s problems.  

 

VIII.- Table regarding the level of confidence of the population in these institutions 
before Matthew 
Do you have confidence in the local authorities, the State and NGOs? 
 

Institutions Yes No 
No 
response 

Local Authorities 54 35 11 

State 48 46 6 

NGOs 44 14 42 

Source: Summer survey 2016 

According to the number of people that responded, this table shows the level of 

confidence the population of Port Salut has in these institutions. For the local authorities, 54 

out of 100 people of the population stated they had confidence: for the State, 48, and for 

NGOs 44 out of 100 out of the population have confidence.  

If we compare the data from Table VI, VII and the date from Table VIII, we are seeing 

that the population does not speak well of the local authorities. They only slightly believe that 

the local authorities can resolve the area’s problems and the population gives them very little 

credit. The criticize the Haitian Government in the data in Table VI, but they believe that it can 

resolve the area’s problems, but they don’t have confidence in it. It is the NGOs that they 

criticize the least. Also, they believe that they can resolve the area’s problems, and also are 

confident in them.  
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IX.- Table that shows the level of hope of Port Salut residents before Matthew 
Do you have hope regarding the future? 
 
Response Number 

Yes 81 

No 14 

No response 5 

Source: Summer Survey 2016 

This table allows us to understand that the population of Port Salut hope for postiive 

change still, a better tomorrow for not only the area but for the country with 81 out of 100 

responding yes that they have hope.  

 

Short visit October 31, 2016 

Port Salut was also hit by Hurricane Matthew that passed through the South. Due to its 

passing, we deemed it important to understand what impacts it had on the area. The 

research teams from Abricots, Pestel, Camp Perrin, and Port Salut, accompanied by 

Professor Mark Schuller decided to head South on the 31st of October. The purpose of this 

quick visit was to see with our own eyes the impacts the hurricane had on the people and the 

area in general, to visit our host families from the summer of 2016, and to talk to leaders in 

the area about the catastrophe. During this short visit, we had the opportunity to see the 

situation of the different areas that resembled fire had struck and many roofs were blue 

because they were all covered with tarps.  

 

Short field survey December 19-23, 2016 

Within the same research framework, we returned to the field in the week of the 19-

23rd of December 2016. The objective of the short survey was to see what new leaders, 

organizations and NGOs were present in the area after the passing of the hurricane. Also, it 

was to collect information in follow-up to the answers given after Matthew regarding the 

State, NGOs, local authorities and other institutions. Along these lines, we questioned about 

25 people which does not necessarily represent the population, but it allowed us to gain an 

understanding of the situation in the area after the passing of the hurricane. There were 

about 50 questions, mainly related to the needs after the hurricane, collective actions taken, 

State actions, actions of local authorities, and the actions of NGOs in the community, the role 

they played, and how the population assesses the work they did, as well as the changes in 

the commune after the hurricane. 
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X.- Table that presents needs of Port Salut after the hurricane 
What is the biggest need in Port Salut?  
 
Problem Yes No 

Shelter 17 8 

Food 16 9 

Water 12 13 

Electricity 9 16 

Road 7 18 

Health 7 18 

Other problems 7 18 

Work 3 22 

Farming Support 2 23 

School  2 23 

Violence -  25 

Fishing Support -  25 

Credit -  25 

Irrigation -  25 

Flooding -  25 

Source: Survey December 2016 

This table allows us to see not only the difference in needs that Port Salut residents 

had after Hurricane Matthew but also it allows us to see the priority needs. As part of this 

work, we want to outline the most important or urgent needs in Port Salut. The first need 

includes shelter with 17 out of 25, 16 out of 25 said food, and 12 out of 25 said water. 

This table allows us to make a little comparison between the needs of Port Salut 

before and after Hurricane Matthew. The earlier numbers showed us that water, roads and 

electricity were the priority before the storm. Now, they are shelter, food, and water. It allows 

us to state that water remains one of the fundamental problems of Port Salut. Shelter and 

food became important needs for Port Salut because of hurricane Matthew which damaged 

and destroyed a lot of houses, bringing down trees on the houses and gardens. But we 

should emphasize that the numbers before and after indicate that water remains one of the 

fundamental problems in Port Salut. 
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XI.-Table that shows the sharing spirit and solidarity in Port Salut 
Does your neighbor share with you or do you share with your neighbor? 
 

People’s response Yes No 

Share with neighbor 15 1 

Neighbor shares with you 13 1 

Source: Survey December 2016 

This table shows the sharing spirit that exists in the community. The spirit continues to 

exist in the community even after the hurricane 

 

XII.-Table that presents actions that orgzanizations or associations took after the 
hurricane  
What actions did associations take after the hurricane?  
 

Activity List  Specific Activities 

Social 

Rice, oil, bean and tarp distribution. 

Make donations to some people that were in need. 

Kit distribution and paid for some students. 

Other 

Clean the water sources 

Help others clean the wood, debris from houses 

Clear and clean the road 

Helped those in difficult situations 

Source: Survey December 2016 

This table allows us to see some actions that the organizations or associations took in 

the area after the hurricane. These different actions happened after they saw the necessity to 

intervene in a fashion for them to help some people and facilitate movement in the commune.  

 
XIII.-Table that shows that people believe that the problem in the area can be resolved 
Can the problems in the area be resolved? Can they resolve them themselves?  
 

Response Number 

Yes 23 

No 1 

No response 1 

Source: Survey December 2016 

This table allows us to see that there are 23 out of 25 people in the population of Port 

Salut that believe that the area’s problems can be resolved, 1 out of 25 said no. Then, of 
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those 23 out of 25 people also said that people of the area could not resolve the problems, 

while 3 out of 25 said they could.  

 

XIV.-Table regarding the capacity of organizations/associations, local authorities, the 
State, and NGOs to resolve the area’s problems  
Can organizations/associations, local authorities, the State, or NGOs resolve the areas 
problems? 
 

Institution Yes No No Response 

Local Organization/Association 4 21 - 

Local Authorities 8 17 - 

State 18 7 - 

NGOs 17 5 3 

Source: Survey December 2016 

This table allows us to compare the capacity of those institutions for them to resolve 

the problems of the commune of Port Salut. There were four out of 25 people who said local 

organizations/associations are capable of resolving the area’s problems versus 21 people 

who said they could not. There were 8 out of 25 that said local authorities are capable while 

17 said no they were not. There 18 out of 25 who said the State was capable versus seven 

who said no. Lastly, there were 17 out of 25 people who NGOs are capable versus five who 

said no.  

 In other words, for the population, local organizations/associations do not have the 

means in their hands for them to resolve the problems of the area. Local authorities also do 

not have the means to resolve the problems. The Mayor of Port Salut, Wilson Dena only has 

the budget for the Municipal/Mayor’s office to function. It does not have an investment 

budget. In regards to the State, the population believes it is the political will that is missing but 

it does have the means. As for NGOs, they have the means (money) that would resolve the 

problem, but that is not how it happens. 

 

What merits change 

The sample of people we spoke to think there are some things that need be changed in the 

area including: living conditions, aid should be evenly distributed and not just one group of 

people receiving it all, there cannot be fiefdom in aid, schools should be reconstructed, 

children should return to school, blocked roads should be unblocked, the State should act 

rapidly to assist people in returning to their normal lives, there should be a collaborative spirit, 
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and NGOs should seek out community leaders and local groups to distribute aid, the 

government should put in place a system to start reconstruction on houses, local authorities 

should think about the entire commune, construction should be done differently, the State 

should not wait for a disaster to act, the State should assist parents, the beach should be 

rehabilitated, there must be dialog, the State must rethink and change their behavior, stop 

being slaves to aid, and also stop using aid to build support and neglecting those who are in 

dire need.  (Source: Survey December 2016) 

 

Strength and capacity of the area  

In your opinion, what are the major strengths or capacities of the area?  

For this question, we spoke with 25 people, who responded to those questions in different 

ways. There were people who did respond, there were some who said they did not see any 

strengths the region possessed, while there others who said the strengths left with the 

hurricane. But for some others, the strength and capacity of the area resides in the value of 

working together and the values that come with it. For the values, they highlighted working 

together, solidarity, union amongst themselves, and patience and dignity they possess. For 

resources they have in the area, they included tourism, the beach and vetiver. (Source: 

Survey December 2016) 

 
How to support these strengths and capacities? 

To reinforce this strength, this capacity, and these values, they themselves believe that their 

work is to put all ideas together, remain united in solidarity, seek training for emergency 

response, continue to work, in collaboration, to clean the town, but they do believe the State 

should rehabilitate the beach, and reconstuct homes and the market, assist with fixing the 

price of vetiver in a manner for it to bought at one price that permits the production of vetiver 

to increase, and assist in vetiver planinng so that its cultivation can continue. (Source: Survey 

December 2016) 
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XV.-Table regarding hope for the future 
Do you have hope for the future? 
 

Response Number 

Yes 22 

No 3 

No response - 

Source: Survey December 2016 

This table allows us to see the level of people’s hope in Port Salut for the future. There 

were 22 out of 25 people who had hope while three did not.  

 

XVI.- Table that presents the actions done by some local authorities, the State, and 
NGOs in Port Salut after Hurricane Matthew? 
What actions were done in the community after the hurricane ? 
 
Institution Action  

Local Authorities - they sought aid  
- they sought aid for people with needs 
- removed rubble 
- cleaned the roads  
- they delivered aid to people who were 

   unable to get it 
- empty promises 
- sold rice 

State -started to fix electricity 
- distributed food 
- when donations came, not sure if it was the   
   State 
- did not see the actions of the State 
- did not see the State at all 
- State wasnt very present 
- still havent seen the State 
- have not seen the State’s reaction 
 - prohibited construction by the ocean 
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NGO - building materials (aluminum sheets, 
  wood, tarps) 
- covered houses 
- hygiene kits 
- battery cooker 
- promise of a house 
- food aid 
- health care 
- cholera vaccine campaign 
- promise of seeds 
- reforestation 
- support to clean up people’s gardens 
- gave plants 
- promise of speed boats, motors, system 
  to keep fish fresh/ solar panels/ batteries 

Source: Survey December 2016 

This table presents the reaction of local authorities, the State, and NGOs in Port Salut 

after Hurricane Matthew. It shows that the population see a few efforts done by the local 

authorities, but the work of the State was not as visible in the area. For the NGOs, they 

intervened and gave their support.  

 

3.  Although Some Progress: the situation is still urgent  

When we examined the direct observations we made in the field., when we collected 

some ideas from people who are living in Port Salut from the questions we asked, it lead us 

to believe that the urgent situation continues to exist. After the passing of hurricane Matthew 

in the Grand South, there was alot of damage, mostly environmental. You would not know 

there was a garden where they were preparing the soil to plant. Alot of houses were 

flattened, many roofs were blown off, and there were some where corrugated metal sheets 

flew off. According to one partial assessment done by the Mayors office of Port Salut, which 

included nine zones like Santrevil, Ansadrik, Babwa, Dimon, Bwison, Dabouz, Makabe, Ka 

Vag, Wanyak, they found 4,182 houses that were destroyed and 531 houses that were 

damaged. But, we can’t give more details about this data because it is this data only that the 

Mayor’s office made available when we were in the field. Therefore, we dont know what 

percentage those numbers represent because the Mayor’s office did not mention how many 

houses there are in total in the commune. Also, up until the present we have not found an 

official report that was issued by the Mayor’s office for us to give more detail of the 

cumulative damage that was done in the commune.  
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 But, the situation is still urgent, because there still exists the three biggest needs of the 

people in the community including housing, food, and water.  

 

4.  Although Some Aid Came, the real needs of the population not addressed 

         In Port Salut, we could count on our fingers the number of NGOs that were present 

before the hurricane. After the information we gathered in the field in summer of 2016, we 

found it was mostly UNOPs presence who has their office in Carpentier which was 

functioning. They worked on a bridge in downtown and Caritas was present in Dimon working 

in agriculture and animal husbandry. After the hurricane, many NGOs arrived in the 

commune and gave support in various areas. Take a look at the table which gives more 

details about NGOs that came to Port Salut after Hurricane Matthew. 

 

XVII.- Table that shows NGOs in Port Salut after the Hurricane and their areas of 
intervention  
 

NGO Intervention Area 

ACTED Health/Hygienic Kits 

AVSI and PAM Gave some people a little cash 

CARITAS 
Building materials to fix houses like wood, aluminum sheeting 
and nails 

CDM Handicapped 

FAO Promise to fisherman of a system to keep fish fresh 

Haitian Red Cross Promises of shelter 

IOM Cholera Awareness 

MDM Health 

ORE Reforestation/cash for work 

OXFAM Tarp distribution 

PADI cash for work 

Swiss Government cash for work, water, aluminum sheet distribution 

UMCOR Cholera Support 

UNOPS Sanitation around the beach and the public market 

USAID ….. 

Source: Port Salut Municipal Government/ Survey December 2016 

 This table shows that there are many NGOs in the commune. But we must 

emphasize, according to information gathered from some officials that the most remote areas 

and places inaccessible by road continue to be in really dire situations. In the paragraph 

before we highlighted reasons that indicate why the situation is still urgent for the area. 
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People still need food, potable water, a home to sleep. Of the 25 people we questioned 15 

said that housing is more urgent after the storm and also the means for them to resume their 

normal lives like they were before the hurricane.  

 

5.  Population’s evaluation of the response after the hurricane 

The population of Port Salut evaluated the responses in the commune after the 

hurricane of local authorities, NGOs, and the Haitian State. What work and what changes 

were made after the hurricane in the commune? There were some small efforts that were 

made after the hurricane. For people living in the area, the changes that they saw were 

mostly the unblocking of the road, the blossoming of trees, Sand Point and the public market, 

and the beach were cleaned, and many fields were cleaned everywhere in area of Makaya 

with the support of ORE. NGOs arrived in Port Salut, UNOPS came with another project to 

clean the beach and the public market. In Dimon, Caritas had another project to provide 

roofing materials. 

Evaluation of NGOs work after the hurricane 

What is the perception of leaders, local authorities, the State, and NGOs?  

The population does not believe that local organizations can solve the problems of the 

area because they do not have sufficient means available to do so, although they have the 

will. For much of the population, NGOs tried after the hurricane but did not address the real 

problems of the people. Aid was distributed in chaos. This was why some received too much 

while others received nothing at all and because there were people who never went out to 

fight for the aid NGOs were distributing. Unfortunately, the population still believes that NGOs 

can solve their problems. Out of 10, they still scored 5.73. (Source: Survey December 2016) 

 

Evaluation of the work of local authorities after the hurricane  

The population still doubts local authorities. They do not believe they can solve the 

problems of the area. According to scores provided out of 10, the average for local authorities 

was 4.94. In the center of the commune, there is tendency for more people to believe in the 

deputy than the mayor, while those in Dimon speak more highly of the Mayor. What can 

explain this?  

The Mayor is from the fifth section Dimon and it seems there was much support from 

that area during the elections. Now, they would point a finger at the Municipal office mainly 
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the Mayor, who according to them would sell corrugated metal sheets and tarps. Also, they 

speak about him as someone who would distribute aid amongst his friends. The people of 

downtown went to Deputy Bertrand Dinal because they said when there is a problem in the 

area, it is always him that acts. The Deputy is more active in the downtown area of Port Salut, 

besides having an office an Road Capois behind the Catholic Church (Parish Saint 

Dominique). We must emphasize that these two local authorities were not elected under the 

same political parties. The Mayor is affiliated with PHTK and the Deputy is affiliated with 

Lavalas. These two parties do no have the same ideologies, and this may be one of the 

reasons that could explain why there was not much collaboration between the Mayor and 

Deputy. (Source: Survey December 2016) 

 

Evaluation of the work of the State after the hurricane 

           As for the Haitian State, the population had no faith in the mat all. According to them, 

they did not see the presence of the State at all after the hurricane. For them, the Haitian 

State is an irresponsible state. The State was rated at 4.35 out of 10. Aid was limited after the 

hurricane because not everyone found NGO aid because it was poorly distributed and the 

more remote areas don’t get help because the roads leading to them made them even more 

inaccessible after Matthew. (Source:Survey December 2016) 

 

 6.  Changes that happened in the area after the hurricane 

         As for the changes that were made in the commune after the hurricane, we can see 

both the positive and negative. Some of the people we spoke to did not see any changes in 

the area after the hurricane, there were others who stated houses were rebuilt, the road was 

unblocked, there was a cleaning of debris in the area, and the trees were starting to blossom. 

The observations we conducted allowed us to see these changes as well. A few aspects that 

we could emphasize: we noticed it was really hot because most big trees fell and those that 

were still standing lost most of their leaves and could not provide shade. There were people 

who had to live in tents, the ocean was closer to the center of town, there emerged a small 

city next to the public market, the majority of those people had houses that were destroyed, 

and even the road to the beach became inaccessible. (Source: Survey December 2016) 
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 7.  Challenges and Limitations 

          For us to complete this work, we were met with some minor difficulties. In the summer 

of 2016, the problem we found was that some people we came across did not want to speak 

with us. Also, there were a few locations in Babwa that were in the mountains, and therefore 

we had to walk long distances to find people because houses were not located close to one 

another. There were people who before they agreed to talk to us, wanted to know how they 

would be benefiting from this work, and it took time to convince them to talk to us. For 

December 2016, we did not find the Mayor’s official report on the damage that was done in 

the commune after hurricane Matthew, which limited our exposure to the extent of damage in 

Port Salut. 

         Also, the work had its limits because the tasks for the month of December did not give 

us enough time (one week) to get a really accurate representation. We could not really make 

a comparison that was founded on data from the summer and the data from December 2016. 

 

 8.  Conclusion 

        This report on the impact of humanitarian aid in the case of the commune of Port Salut, 

allows us to see the relations that are present between the State/Local Authorities, the 

State/NGOs, and NGOs/local authorities. The State doesn’t really have an eye on NGOs who 

frequently waste money on their projects, or with a series of small projects that do not bring 

improvements for the population. Therefore, they do not really address the real needs of the 

community. After the hurricane, NGOs they came back in force, but it was the same story. 

The real needs of people included a house to live, food to eat, potable water to drink in a 

permanent fashion that was not addressed. NGOs were giving more swift and reactive aid. 

After this, many of them left the community and went on their way. Then there was also those 

who gave false hope, and the population would realize later it was lies that they had been 

told. Concerning the Haitian State which is a State kalewès, pouryanis, kè pòpòz, lè sa cho, 

manfouben, lèpè vag3. Leta wòch nan dlo4, that doesn’t put the resources in the hands of the 

local authorities to do the work to assist the commune to progress. However, as the Haitian 

                                                             
3 local derogatory slang 

4 Leta woch non dlo  in translated to State that is a rock in the water. This refers to a saying in Haitian 

culture that  in full states the rock in the water not knowing the suffering of the rock in the sun.  
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proverb says, « The pig cooks in its own fat » in other words, Port Salut has natural 

resources (the beach, waterfall, etc) that can assist in raising its image.  

 

 9.  Recommendations: 

         After hurricane Matthew, the Haitian State and local authorities should be assigned to 

weave together their efforts in making Port Salut, a touristic region, beautiful and welcoming, 

as a place to share with those who come to visit, and give it another face. According to those 

we spoke with, we would like to give a series of recommendation in order for this to happen. 

They are: 

 

NGOs should:  

1. Bring a series of alternative projects 

2. Discuss with the Mayor’s office and local organizations when they have a project in the 

area 

3. Seek to understand the needs of the area and intervene accordingly either as a part or 

directly 

4. Work with organizations, local authorities, in a sustainable project towards changing 

the face of Port Salut 

5. Recruit some agents, some community leaders and train them in response (it is NGOs 

who have this type of competencies) 

6. When there is a disaster, it is for the NGOs to support the Mayor’s office and for the 

office to distribute to the people because it is they that know the population in the area 

7. NGOs should keep their promises (for those who gave the population hope, you see 

today they are nowhere to be seen) 

 

Local Authorities should: 

1. Define an urbanization plan for the city of Port Salut where basic infrastructure can be 

rebuilt 

2. Be stronger in taking decisions, and the vision that they have for the commune 

3. Rethink how they are going to respond (not respond like a firefly or crab) 

4. Work together and collaborate for the area to evolve 

5. Seek out aid for plants and animals ; one idea to assist people in rebuilding their lives 
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6. Sit with the population and have dialog 

8. Find the other institutions that are already in the commune 

9. When there is a natural disaster, sit with the residents to ensure that everyone 

receives aid distribution 

10. Establish a distribution plan, for aid to not be distributed at one time, so that it does not 

become watching some people receiving aid.  

 

The State should: 

1. Have a plan for reconstruction and reforestation for the Commune 

2. Construct some temporary shelters and all of the infrastructure necessary that can 

respond when there is a natural disaster 

3. Find a space that is not exposed to danger for temporary shelters 

4. Fix the road and Sand Point Beach 

5. Prohibit those by the ocean to rebuild there 

6. Take responsible after the hurricane 

7. Give the commune an irrigation system 

8. Create awareness around anti-seisemic and cyclonic construction 

9. Respond quickly after any disaster 

10. Understand the strengths and weaknesses of every corner of the country 

11. Direct aid 

12. Have a long-term project for the Great South 

13. Create a social program for those who are more vulnerable 

14. Make presence felt as the constitution demands in all corners of the country 
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Appendices 

 

Survey Questions – Summer 2016 

 
Depatman: Komin: 

Seksyon Kominal/ Katye:  

Dat: Lè: Siyati: Non: 

  

A. Prezantasyon moun kap viv nan zòn nan ak relasyon ki genyen antre yo. 

1. Depi kilè w rete bò isit? How long have you lived here? 

2. Kijan w wè evolisyon zòn nan? How do you see the area evolving? 

3. Èske moun nan zòn sa konn fè tèt 
ansanm? 

Do people in this area get together/ unite? 

4. Èske nan zòn bò isit moun byen youn ak 
lòt? 

Are people in this area on good terms with one 

another? 

5. Èske ou gen konfyans nan vwazen / 
vwazin w? 

Do you trust your neighbors? 

  

B. Rezo sosyal moun nan  

6. Tanpri ban mwen non 3 moun ki pi pwòch 
w nan zòn nan? 

Please name three people you feel closest to. 

7. Pou premye moun nan, Se kijan w 
rankontre avèk li premye fwa? 

For the first person, how did you meet this 

person? 

8. Chak kilè nou kwaze? How often do you meet? 

9. Èske ou konn pataje manje avèk li? Do you share food with him/her? 

10. Chak kilè?     How often? 

11. Èske li konn pataje manje avèk ou? Does he/she share food with you? 

12. Chak kilè?     How often? 

13. Si w gen pwoblèm, èske w ka konte sou 
li?  

If you have a problem, can you count on 

him/her? 

14. Pou dezyèm moun nan, se kijan w 
rankontre avèk li premye fwa? 

For the second person, how did you meet this 

person? 

15. Chak kilè nou kwaze? How often do you meet? 
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16. Èske ou konn pataje manje avèk li? Do you share food with him/her? 

17. Chak kilè?     How often? 

18. Èske li konn pataje manje avèk ou? Does he/she share food with you? 

19. Chak kilè?     How often? 

20. Si w gen pwoblèm, èske w ka konte sou 
li?  

If you have a problem, can you count on 

him/her? 

21. Pou twazyèm moun nan, se kijan w 
rankontre avèk li premye fwa? 

How did you meet this person? 

22. Chak kilè nou kwaze? How often do you meet? 

23. Èske ou konn pataje manje avèk li? Do you share food with him/her? 

24. Chak kilè?     How often? 

25. Èske li konn pataje manje avèk ou? Does he/she share food with you? 

26. Chak kilè?     How often? 

27. Si w gen pwoblèm, èske w ka konte sou 
li?  

If you have a problem, can you count on 

him/her? 

  

CH. Lidè zòn nan 

28. Se kijan ou fin konnen nouvèl? How do you get news? 

29. Se kiyès wap tyeke pou konnen sak pase 
nan zòn nan? 

Who do you seek out to find out what’s 

happening in the area? 

30. Depi gen yon pwoblèm nan zòn nan, se 
kiyès ki kapab rezoud li? 

When there’s a problem in the area, who can 

resolve it? 

31. Dapre ou menm, ki pi gwo bezwen nou 
nan zòn nan? 

What do you think the three most pressing 

needs in the area? 

32. Èske pwoblèm sa yo kapab rezoud? Can these problems be resolved? 

33. Kijan? How? 

34. Èske otorite lokal yo kapab rezoud 
pwoblèm sa yo? 

Can the local authorities resolve these 

problems?  

35. Èske leta kapab rezoud pwoblèm sa yo? Can the state resolve these problems? 

36. Èske ONG kapab rezoud pwoblèm sa yo? Can NGOs resolve these problems? 

  

D. Relasyon moun nan avèk ONG  
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37. Èske w wè ONG kap travay nan zòn sa 
yo? 

Do you see NGOs working in the area? 

38. (si wi) Ki ONG? (if yes) Which NGOs? 

39. Èske w te gen chans rankontre yo?      Did you have the opportunity to meet with 

them? 

40. (si wi) Kilè w te kwaze avèk yo pou 
premye fwa? 

(if yes) When was the first time you met with 

them? 

41. Se kilès ki mennen w nan ONG sa a?     Who put you in contact with this NGO? 

42. Se kilès ki w te konn wè anndan ONG sa 
a? 

    Who did you meet with in this NGO? 

43. Èske w te resevwa yon sipò nan men 
ONG sa a? 

    Did you receive support from this NGO? 

44. Èske tout moun nan zòn nan jwenn?     Did everyone in the area get support? 

45. Sak esplike sa a?      What explains this? 

46. Ki denye fwa ou te wè yon aksyon kolektif 
nan zòn nan? 

What was the last time you saw a collective 

action in the area? 

47. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo 
efikas? 

Do you think these actions are effective? 

  

E. Enplikasyon moun nan aksyon sivik 

48. Èske w fè pati yon asosyasyon oubyen 
yon òganizasyon? 

Are you a member of an association or 

organization? 

49. (si wi) Ki asosyasyon? (if yes) What association? 

50.   Chak kilè asosyasyon an reyini?     How often does the association meet? 

51.   Ki aksyon asosyasyon nan poze?     What actions does this association take? 

52.   Èske asosyasyon an konn fè 
rasanbleman? 

    Does this association have general meetings? 

53.   Èske asosyasyon an konn fè 
manifestasyon? 

    Does this association organize 

demonstrations? 

54. Ou menm, èske w patisipe nan yon 
manifestasyon? 

Have you participated in a demonstration? 

55. Poukisa (poukisa pa)? Why (why not)? 

  

F. Pèsepsyon moun nan sou ONG ak lòt aktè  

56. Kijan ou wè ONG yo? What do you think about NGOs? 

57. Ban mwen twa mo ki nan tèt ou lè ou Name three words you associate with NGOs. 
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panse sou ONG. 
58. Dapre ou menm, ki wòl ONG yo dwe jwe? What do you think NGOs’ roles should be? 

59. Èske se sa yo fè? Is this what they do? 

60. Èske ONG yo pote solisyon pou zòn nan? Do NGOs bring about solutions for this area? 

61. Èske ONG yo dwe rete nan zòn nan? Should NGOs stay in the area? 

62. Epi pou otorite lokal yo, kijan ou we yo? What do you think about the local authorities? 

63. Ban mwen twa mo ki nan tèt ou lè ou 
panse sou otorite lokal yo? 

Name three words you associate with the local 

authorities. 

64. Dapre ou menm, ki wòl otorite lokal yo 
dwe jwe? 

What do you think the local authorities’ roles 

should be? 

65. Èske se sa yo fè? Is this what they do? 

66. Epi pou leta, kijan ou we leta? What do you think about the state? 

67. Ban mwen twa mo ki nan tèt ou lè ou 
panse sou leta? 

Name three words you associate with the state. 

68. Dapre ou menm, ki wòl leta dwe jwe? What do you think the state’s roles should be? 

69. Èske se sa li fè? Is this what it does? 

70. Èske ayisyen konn fè tèt ansanm? Do Haitians get together / unite? 

71. Èske w gen lespwa sou lavni a? Do you have hope for the future? 
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Survey Questions – December 2016 
 

Department: Commune 

Communal Section/Neighborhood:  

Date: Time: Last Name: First Name: 

  

A. Lidè zòn nan 

1. Se kijan ou fin konnen nouvèl? How do you get news? 

2. Se kiyès wap tyeke pou konnen sak pase 
nan zòn nan? 

Who do you seek out to find out what’s 

happening in the area? 

3. Depi gen yon pwoblèm nan zòn nan, se 
kiyès ki kapab rezoud li? 

When there’s a problem in the area, who can 

resolve it? 

4. Dapre ou menm, ki pi gwo fòs oubyen 
kapasite zòn nan genyen ? 

What do you think the area’s biggest strengths 

or capacities are? 

5. Dapre ou menm, ki pi gwo bezwen nou 
nan zòn nan? 

What do you think the three most pressing 

needs in the area? 

6. Ki bezwen ki pi priyorite pou zòn nan 
dapre w menm? 

What do you think the area’s biggest priority is? 

7. Èske pwoblèm sa yo kapab rezoud? Can these problems be resolved? 

8. Èske nou menm menm vwazen nou 
kapab rezoud pwoblèm sa yo ?  

Can you and your neighbors solve these 

problem? 

9. Ki aksyon nou menm konn poze apre 
Siklòn Matyè ? 

What actions have you engaged in after 

Hurricane Matthew? 

10. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo 
efikas? 

Do you think these actions are effective? 

11. Èske asosyasyon lokal kapab rezoud 
pwoblèm sa yo? 

Can local associations solve these problems? 

12. Ki asosyasyon lokal yo ?  What local associations ? 

13. Ki aksyon asosyasyon lokal konn poze 
apre Siklòn Matyè ? 

What actions have local associations engaged in 

after Hurricane Matthew? 

14. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo 
efikas? 

Do you think these actions are effective? 

15. Èske otorite lokal yo kapab rezoud 
pwoblèm sa yo? 

Can the local authorities resolve these 

problems?  

16. Ki aksyon otorite lokal konn poze apre 
Siklòn Matyè? 

What actions have local authorities engaged in 

after Hurricane Matthew? 
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17. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo 
efikas? 

Do you think these actions are effective? 

18. Èske leta kapab rezoud pwoblèm sa yo? Can the state resolve these problems? 

19. Ki aksyon leta konn poze apre Siklòn 
Matyè? 

What actions has the state engaged in after 

Hurricane Matthew? 

20. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo 
efikas? 

Do you think these actions are effective? 

21. Èske ONG kapab rezoud pwoblèm sa yo? Can NGOs resolve these problems? 

22. Ki aksyon ONG konn poze apre Siklòn 
Matyè? 

What actions have NGOs engaged in after 

Hurricane Matthew? 

23. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo 
efikas? 

Do you think these actions are effective? 

  

AN. Relasyon moun nan avèk ONG  

24. Èske w wè ONG ki tap vini apre Siklòn 
Matyè? 

Do you see NGOs that came after Hurricane 

Matthew? 

25. (si wi) Ki ONG? (if yes) Which NGOs? 

26. Ki èd ONG sa a te pote? What aid did this NGO bring ? 

27. Èske w te resevwa yon sipò nan men 
ONG sa a? 

    Did you receive support from this NGO? 

28. Èske tout moun nan zòn nan jwenn?     Did everyone in the area get support? 

29. Èske ONG ki te la anvan Matyè toujou la? Are the NGOs that were here before Matthew 

still around? 

30. (si wi) Ki ONG? (if yes) Which NGOs? 

31. Ki èd ONG sa a te pote? What aid did this NGO bring ? 

32. Èske w te resevwa yon sipò nan men 
ONG sa a? 

    Did you receive support from this NGO? 

33. Èske tout moun nan zòn nan jwenn?     Did everyone in the area get support? 

  

B. Pèsepsyon moun nan sou ONG ak lòt aktè  

34. An gwo, kijan ou ta ka evalye repons apre 
Siklòn Matyè? 

In general, how would you evaluate the 

response after Hurricane Matthew? 

35. Dapre w menm, kisa ki te bon? What do you think was good? 

36. Dapre w menm, kisa ki merite chanje? What do you think needs to change? 

37. Kijan w ta evalye travay ONG apre Siklòn 
Matyè? 

How would you evaluate NGOs’ work after 
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hurricane Matthew? 

38. Dapre w menm, kisa ONG yo ta sipoze 
fè? 

What do you think NGOs should have done? 

39. Èske se sa yo te fè? Is this what they did? 

40. Epi pou otorite lokal yo, kijan ou ta evalye 
yo apre Siklòn Matyè? 

How would you evaluate the local authorities’ 

work after hurricane Matthew? 

41. Dapre ou menm, kisa otorite lokal ta 
sipoze dwe fè? 

What do you think the local authorities should 

have done? 

42. Èske se sa yo te fè? Is this what they did? 

43. Epi pou leta, kijan ou ta evalye leta apre 
Siklòn Matyè? 

How would you evaluate the local authorities’ 

work after hurricane Matthew? 

44. Dapre ou menm, kisa otorite lokal ta 
sipoze dwe fè? 

Dapre ou menm, kisa otorite lokal ta sipoze dwe 

fè? 

45. Èske se sa li te fè? Is this what it did? 

46. Èske ayisyen konn fè tèt ansanm? Do Haitians get together / unite? 

47. Èske w gen lespwa sou lavni a? Do you have hope for the future? 
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